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OVER 400 DELEGATES DISCUSS NEW CONDITIONS PREVAILING IN FARMING
* Farmers are Receiving Too Little for thei.- Produce Consumers are Paying Too Much—Why 

Is This 7 The Great Question Discussed at a Great Convention held in Chicago and 
Called by the Farm Papers of America. A Review of the Proceedings Written by an 
“'•or o' Farm and Dairy, who was in Attendance at the Great Conference.
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What is Wrong with Farming?
Why I* it when the farmer receives so lit 

tie for his products that the consumer 
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giant paradox of the times. What Is It 
that Is wrong? Farmers realize that great
er production alone will not avail. They 
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Such Is the problem that was discussed 
at the First National Conference on mar
kets and farm credits at Chicago last week 
Over 400 delegates attended this conference 
celled by the editors and publishers of the 
farm papers of America. The delegates 
to the conference represented many intar- 
eets, Including banking, transportation and 
consumers' leagues, as well as agriculture 
They came from 28 states of the American 
Union, and four provinces of Canada. Two 
Canadian farm papers, The Crain Growers' 
Culde of Winnipeg, and Farm and Dairy,
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world. The produce of one section is consumed 
hundreds of miles away; it may be on another 
continent. Great cities have sprung up and 
tanners who have never walked their streets are 
producing food for the people of those cities. 
These, modern conditions have given rise to L 
complicated system of marketing, in which mid
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I ticularly the great marketing problem, over 400 
I representing four provinces of Canada,

and 28 states of the American Union, met in 
Chicago last week. These men represented the 

type of farmer : The farmer who now realises 
that his interests extend far beyond the borders 
of his farm, and that if he is to receive the full 
reward of his labor he must take au intelligent 
interest in questions which he now realises he has 
too long ignored.
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There were also present many managers of farm
ers’ cooperative associations, representatives of 
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ed in the problems to be discussed.
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HOW IT WAS GALLIC
This great gathering was called together by the 

representatives of the agricultural press. The 
editors of the great agricultural papers of the 
continent have long felt a growing restiveness and 
pressure among their readers for information and 
nction along these lines. Some months ago Col. 
Frank I*. Holland, of the “Farm

$ CHIEF RESULTS
Discussion was limited to two subjecta-market- 

ing and farm credits.: Even with the subjects 
thus limjtcd, the delegatee soon found themselves 
overwhelmed with the magnitude of the task be
fore them. Naturally in such a large 
thinking men there was a great diversity of opin
ion as to be best methods of solving the problems 

Some believed that the various gov
ernment* should take action, 
that the producers, through cooperation, could 
•olve the whole question themselvie. Still others

body ofand Ranch,” 
Dallas, Texas, placed himself in touch with his 
brother publishers to find if they would cooperate 
with him in calling an international conference to
discuss these problems The response was instant 
and continent wide.

adjustment to these modern condi- 
ough no fault of their the situa

tion is reacting harmfully upon all. The cost of 
marketing produce varies from 50 to several 
hundred per cent of the price the farmer receives.

(Continued on page 11)
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